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FATHER AND DAUGHTER COMPLETE 2014 TATTS FINKE DESERT RACE
DOUBLE

Rick Hall and his daughter Isabelle have made Tatts Finke Desert Race history by
being the first father and daughter to enter and finish in the same event.

For Rick Hall a two time Finke winner (1999 & 2002) it was his return to an event he
knows well as a seventeen time competitor on a bike and a one off appearance as a
navigator in a buggy.

However, for Isabelle it was her first event with the 18 year old competing in her gap
year after completing her Year 12 studies.

Isabelle finished a credible 307th in the bike field aboard her #411 Honda CRF250
while father Rick placed 41st riding his #792 Honda CRF450.

Speaking at the finish line Rick Hall said today’s ride was ‘one of coming back’.
“It was so special with my daughter racing, and riding back into Alice Springs today I
had flashbacks of my winning years with people clapping and cheering. It was just a
good feeling.

(As for my daughter) I think she’s a bit crazy. She must get it from her mother. I
think she’s been to hell and back but she has a real sense of achievement. She’s
really surprised me with her resilience and determination to keep going when most
riders would have pulled out and thought it was too hard particularly on their first
ride”.

Isabelle Hall said she had always had a love for Finke and that her motivation to
race had been as a result of seeing her father compete.

“I wanted to experience it and see what it is like to actually race it. I always thought
it was tough, but today out there it was really tough. It was so rough out there. I had
two falls, but it was great crossing that finishing line.

This was my first motor bike race, and I not sure Mum and Dad will cope with me
doing another Finke”.
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As for father Rick and his plans regarding competing again next year at the 40th

event, he hasn’t made up his mind.

“I will wait for the pain and the blisters to go away…..it might be a little like what
apparently child birth is like …….you wait for the pain to go away and go back for
more!”

Full results on the event web site: www.finkedesertrace.com.au
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